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Polar Service Centers Expands Presence in Salt Lake Region 

 

Houston, TX – (March 18, 2021) – Polar Service Centers (PSC), the nation’s largest 

network of commercial parts and repair facilities dedicated to the tank trailer and tank 

truck industry, announces it has acquired Mountain States Trailer, a full-service tank 

trailer testing and repair facility in North Salt Lake, Utah.  

 

“With this acquisition, we have doubled our capacity in the Salt Lake market, locating 

closer to our energy sector customers,” stated Jerry Cignarella, President, Polar Service 

Centers. “This latest expansion is the result of our continued focus on growing our 

industry-leading network, bringing our full suite of services to customers across the 

country.” 

 

This new, full-service, 19,392-square-foot facility provides a range of services, including 

testing, complete refurbishments, remounts of truck tank bodies and rebuilds of pull 

trailers. Up-fitting services include fuel delivery units for commercial or retail. The North 

Salt Lake location also has a walk-in parts counter that provides convenient access to 

fast-moving parts in the energy sector. 

 

“We chose this location because it’s only minutes away from four major refineries, and 

we have loading racks directly across from the facility,” said David Martinez, West 

Region Vice President. “We’ll be adding personnel to help with drop-in business and 

ensure we can perform timely repairs for our customers.” 

 

For more about Polar Service Centers, visit polarservicecenters.com.  

 

 

About Polar Service Centers 

Polar Service Centers is the nation’s largest network of commercial parts and repair 

facilities dedicated to the tank trailer and tank truck industry. The company maintains 

certified tank trailer service centers throughout the U.S., providing HM-183 and D.O.T. 

inspections, as well as full service and tank repair. Polar Service Centers is an 

Engineered Transportation International, LLC, company. Polar Service Centers is 

headquartered in Houston, Texas. For more information about Polar Service Centers, 

visit polarservicecenters.com.  

 



 
Polar Service Centers, North Salt Lake location 
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